INTRODUCTION
Electronic medical records (EMR) are one of the essential components used in clinical research and decision making. 1, 2 To extend the application of EMR, it is critical to encode the narrative concepts in EMR. Such coded concepts should facilitate the semantic interoperability during clinical document exchange. Many standards for clinical document exchange have defined an entry level of interoperability, such as CEN 13606, 3 openEHR, 4 and HL7 CDA (clinical document architecture). 5 The entries are able to store the coded concepts extracted from the standard terminologies. These entry-level documents are readable by both human and machine. The result is greater interoperability during analysis and management than EMR that have not been coded. 6 Several methods have been reported that can map clinical concepts using standard terminologies, for example natural language processing (NLP) [7] [8] [9] [10] and the text mapping approach. 11 This study aimed to develop a novel approach for the generation of entry-level interoperable clinical documents.
Taking HL7 CDA as the example, we developed a pipeline involving an auto-complete technique and also merged this pipeline with the NLP pipeline. In addition, we compared the performance of our pipeline, the NLP pipeline, and the merged method.
BACKGROUND
HL7 clinical document architecture HL7 CDA is derived from the HL7 reference information model that uses the widely adopted XML based document markup standard for electronic clinical documents. 5 Every CDA document has a header (for metadata) and a body part (for clinical data). The CDA document is defined to have three different levels of interoperability by content in the body part. Level One only contains an unstructured body. Both Level Two and the Level Three bodies are composed of sections. However, the section in Level Two merely contains a human-readable narrative block and is identified by a code. The body in Level Three (also named the entry level) comprises entries that encode the narrative clinical information and accordingly increase the semantic interoperability during document exchange. HL7 CDA provides definitions for the types of entries. 6 The most encountered entries are either an Observation or a Procedure. An Observation is intended to provide new medical information about a subject; it involves measurements or other elaborate methods of diagnosis or investigation. A Procedure refers to all invasive procedures, including surgery and physical treatments, but does not cover imaging or laboratory investigations. 12 In this study, we have focused on the Observation and Procedure entries.
In the remainder of the paper, we use formatted terms to describe the XML hierarchy. For example, for 'cda:ClinicalStatement:classCode:observation', the first item indicates the XML model, the second item is the XML element name, the third one is the attribute of the element, and the last one is the value of the attribute.
NLP application in medical systems
In medical documents, it is more convenient to use free text to present and record medical concepts or events. Therefore, most information stored in EMR is in unstructured free-text format. 13 Many NLP tools have been developed for automatically mapping clinical concepts using standard terminologies, including MedLEE, 14 MetaMap, 15 OpenNLP, 16 and caTIES. 17 The performance of an NLP tool depends on the performance of each sub-module. Kang et al 18 compared the performance of six frequently used chunkers, including MetaMap, OpenNLP, and GATE chunker. OpenNLP scored best in both performance and usability. Abacha et al compared three approaches to medical entity recognition. The results showed that the performance of OpenNLP is higher than MetaMap. 19 cTAKES is a comprehensive clinical NLP system based on unstructured information management architecture (UIMA) and adopts the OpenNLP maximum entropy. 20 In a number of research studies, cTAKES shows satisfactory performance in medical concept extraction. [21] [22] [23] [24] The auto-complete technique in medical systems The auto-complete technique is a popular function in software application. It supports human-computer interaction and improves user experience. Users need only type the first few letters of a word (or so-called prefix), and the system will respond with potential matches within the front-end dropdown selection. The auto-complete technique has a number of benefits, for example saving keystrokes and misspellings, help with explore the underlying vocabulary, and providing support for the adoption of standard terminologies. 25, 26 In previous studies, the auto-complete technique has been widely implemented for various different purposes. Ehrler et al 27 built up an auto-complete tool for clinicians that allowed them to select the correct drug for a prescription. Cannataro et al 28 embedded the auto-complete function with a knowledge-based resource in a report compilation system used for brain MRI. Chen et al 29 implemented an auto-complete function that was used as part of a discharge summary system and utilized a language modeling tool to generate frequently used phrases as a suggested list (SL). Sirel 30 constructed a user interface with auto-complete function and adopted ICD-10 as the lexical resource. All of these systems produced satisfying results in terms of improved accuracy and efficiency. However, none of them are capable of generating an entry-level CDA document.
MATERIALS AND METHODS
First, we developed a semi-automatic annotation pipeline (SAAP) to map medical concepts in clinical documents using standard terminologies, and used this to transform clinical documents into entry-level CDA documents. Furthermore, we merged this pipeline with an NLP. Thus the first approach was an SAAP, the second was an NLP pipeline, and the last was merger of the above two pipelines. Additionally, we also compared the performance of the three approaches using the i2b2 corpus. 31 The entire study design is outlined in figure 1 . 
Semi-automatic annotation pipeline
The SAAP is composed of four components: the lexical resources, the user interface, the suggesting and ranking algorithms, and the CDA converter. The structure and the workflow of SAAP are shown in figure 2 and are discussed in detail below.
The lexical resources
The lexical resource of medical terms used in this study contained two parts: the resource of suggested terms and the cooccurring resource (COR). We adopted the SNOMED co-occurring terms (CT) from the Unified Medical Language System (UMLS) metathesaurus as the resource of suggested terms. 32 The SNOMED CT contains many duplicate and obsolete terms, and as a result several previous projects have created a more suitable subset of SNOMED CT for clinical statements. 33, 34 In a similar manner and to correspond to the scope of the present study, this study also created a modified subset from the SNOMED CT using the following criteria for each term: (1) the term is not obsolete; (2) the term is preferred to be in string form for each concept; (3) the term does not contain any meaningless special character or characters (eg, '$', '&', '%'); and (4) the semantic type of the term in the UMLS semantic network is observation-related or procedure-related (eg, 'disease or syndrome', 'finding', 'therapeutic or preventive procedure').
The COR was derived from a table in the UMLS metathesaurus, named Co-occurring Concepts. 35 The table contains 11 248 247 records that represent statistical aggregations of co-occurred terms in MEDLINE. We refined the resource using the following criteria: (1) the co-occurring term exists also in our lexical resource of suggested terms; and (2) the frequency of co-occurrence is not equal to one because the probability of such combination is too low.
Suggesting algorithm and ranking algorithm
As a result of the enormous lexical resources available, a short prefix often leads to numerous alphabetically sorted terms when a simple string alignment method is used. As a consequence, this approach makes it too complicated for the user to select the correct term. To provide terms more efficiently and precisely, we developed two algorithms: a suggesting algorithm and a ranking algorithm. Those algorithms not only are able to retrieve the most relevant vocabulary, but are also able to sort the list by the ranking score of the matched term and thus provide an efficient SL. Box 1 shows the pseudocode of the suggesting algorithm and ranking algorithm, respectively.
To annotate complete medical terms, for example when a user types 'cyst of breast', we would like to encode this medical problem as <cui ¼ C006144> cyst of breast </cui> instead of
The suggesting algorithm will check whether the incoming prefix is one of the linked stop words, including 'in', 'on', 'of', 'at', 'and'. If this is true, the algorithm will take one more term before the linked stop word (bt) and then search the suggested terms resource (STR) to get SL. Otherwise, the algorithm is only triggered when the number of prefix letters is greater than or equal to three.
The SL is sorted by the ranking score (rs) of the matched term. The ranking score is dynamically updated by the ranking algorithm. When the user selects a term (st) from the SL, the ranking algorithm retrieves the CT from the COR. Each co-occurring term is associated with the selected term by its frequency of co-occurrence (COF) in the COR. The ranking algorithm then will update the ranking score of the selected 
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By combining these two algorithms, the SL is dynamically rearranged based on the user's selection. For a instance, when the user types a prefix 'hear', originally it would have returned an ordered SL (hearing aid worn, hearing assessment, . . ., heart disease, heart failure, . . .,). Assuming that the user has selected a term 'hypertensive disorder' in the previous sentences, the term 'heart failure' and 'heart disease' will be ranked higher and be top of the list because 'hypertensive disorder', 'heart failure', and 'heart disease' are a co-occurring combination in the resource of CT. Therefore, the final SL will be (heart failure, heart disease, . . ., hearing aid worn, hearing assessment, . . .,).
The user interface
The user interface of the SAAP is shown in figure 3 . When the user types the clinical document in the middle side typing area column, the system will respond with the SL to the user. Once a term is selected, it is wrapped around the <cui> tag, which includes the concept unit id (CUI) code of the UMLS. Meanwhile, the system simultaneously presents the plain text on left side report view column. An annotated document in XML format is shown as example 1.
The CDA convertor After the user finishes typing a clinical report that contains several terms already annotated by the user interface, the CDA convertor converts the CUI code to the value of the cda:Code:code attribute and identifies the semantic type of each annotated term according to the CUI code. Then the CDA convertor transforms the semantic type into a cda:ClinicalStatement:classCode based on the following semantic mapping rule.
As introduced above, we focused on Observation and Procedure entries only. We created a rule to map the UMLS semantic types 36 with the two entries. The UMLS semantic type of 'disease or syndrome', 'finding', 'sign or symptom', 'acquired abnormality', 'neoplastic process', 'pathologic function', 'organism function', and 'organ or tissue function' all belong to the Observation entry. The Procedure entry was mapped to the 'health care activity' and 'therapeutic or preventive procedure' semantic types.
Additionally, we adopted the NegEx algorithm 37 to interpret whether the annotated term is negated or not. The result is then translated into the value of the cda:Clinical Statement:negationInd attribute. After the mapping and negation detection process, the annotated clinical document is converted into the entry-level CDA document by referring to the XML schema, which follows the HL7 Continuity of Care Document (CCD) implementation guide 38 and is a constraint on the CDA standard (example 2).
NLP pipeline
The NLP pipeline converts the clinical document into an entrylevel CDA document. The NLP pipeline consists of two parts. The first part is a NLP application, cTAKES (V.3.1). The cTAKES processes text and stores the results in the UIMA-Common Analysis Structure (UIMA-CAS). The second part of the NLP pipeline is a CAS converter. We developed the CAS converter for cTAKES to transform the CAS file into an entry-level CDA document.
The CAS converter is a kind of CAS consumer and it takes the CAS file as the input. 39 Many studies have developed the CAS consumer to process NLP results from UIMAbased system. [40] [41] [42] [43] The CAS converter is able to analyze the CAS files and extract attribute values from CAS elements, for example Concept, UmlsCocept, and EntityMention (example 3).
Box 1 Example 1: The annotated document in XML format
We created a mapping rule as shown in figure 4 to map the elements or attributes of the CDA entries using the CAS elements. The cas:Concept:conceptType indicates a Problem or a Test. We mapped the cas:Concept:conceptType:prob lem to the cda:ClinicalStatement:classCode:observation. The cas:Concept:conceptType:test was mapped to the cda:ClinicalStatement:classCode:procedure. However, the cas:conceptType:Test includes not only surgical procedures and treatments but also imaging and laboratory investigations. We filtered out those terms by semantic type mapping rules as described above. For example, if the semantic type of a concept is a laboratory procedure, this will not be processed. The cas:UmlsConcept:code is then mapped into the cda:Code:code attribute of CDA entry. Next the cas:EntityMention:polarity is mapped to the cda:ClinicalStatement:negationInd. Then the cTAKES named entity recognition (NER) component implements a dictionary look-up algorithm within a noun-phrase look-up window. On the basis of the output from the shallow parser, the algorithm will find all noun phrases. For example, a medical term 'coronary artery disease' will be mapped as 'coronary artery disease (CUI ¼ C0028754)', 'coronary artery (CUI ¼ C0205042)', 'artery (CUI ¼ C003842)', and 'disease (CUI ¼ C0010054)'. Preference is given to the mapped result with maximum boundary as the final result.
The merged pipeline
To incorporate the SAAP and NLP pipeline, we developed a tool, called Entry Merger, which is able to merge the results from the above pipelines to obtain a more comprehensive entry-level CDA document. Figure 5 provides a simplified example where there are two entries in the SAAP output and one entry in the NLP pipeline. Entry Merger merged the duplicate entries that had the same concept code. Any entry which is missed by the other pipeline will be directly adopted into merged pipeline result (the B disease in figure 5 ). If there is one clinical concept mapped to two different entries, the Entry Merger will adopt the SAAP result.
For the negation detection, the merged entry uses the NLP pipeline (the A disease entry in figure 5 ) and the complementary entry follows the original result.
Corpus and gold standard
The i2b2 corpora, which include discharge summaries and progress notes, is from Partners Health Care, the Beth Israel Deaconess Medical Center, and the University of Pittsburgh Medical Center. In this study, we randomly selected 50 clinical documents from the i2b2 corpora and retained the present illness sections as testing data. The i2b2 corpora have been manually annotated for concepts. The corpus contains concepts in five categories: problems, treatments, tests, pronouns, and persons. To correspond to the scope of the present study, we chose the problem and treatment concepts from the i2b2 annotated corpus as the gold standard. If the treatment concept concerns drug treatment (eg, 'received morphine for pain'), it was removed from the gold standard. Two medical experts refined the gold standard and adjusted the boundaries of the concepts in relation to the original document.
Evaluation
The results of the three pipelines were validated using three aspects: structure, content, and negation detection. We used the CDA guideline validation online tool, 44 which is provided by the National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST), to validate the structure. For evaluating the content, two raters (one physician and one medical informatics specialist) independently reviewed these CDA documents. Disagreement between the raters was resolved by consulting a third rater. Four measures were used to describe the performance of two pipelines: precision (Eq.(1)), recall (Eq.(2)), F-measure (Eq.(3)), and error (Eq.(4)). 8 To calculate these values, concepts were counted and categorized as true positive (TP: concept present in the document and the CDA entries), false positive (FP: concept present in the CDA entries but absent from the document), or false The negation of an annotated term was determined independently by two raters in the same manner as described above. When there was a disagreement, a third rater was consulted to provide a solution. The sensitivity (Eq.(5)), specificity (Eq.(6)), positive predictive value (PPV) (Eq.(7)), and negative predict value (NPV) (Eq.(8)) were calculated for both pipelines. 37 Statistical analysis Data are presented as means with SDs for the continuous variables. The performance (ie, precision, recall, F-measures, error) of the two pipelines and the merged pipeline was compared by the Friedman test. Post hoc testing was performed by the Wilcoxon signed ranks test with Bonferroni adjustment. The correlation between the number of concepts in the testing documents and the four performance measures was calculated using Spearman's r coefficient. A two-tailed p<0.05 was used to indicate statistical significance. All statistical analyses were performed using SPSS V.18.0.
RESULTS

Evaluation of structure
An example of an entry-level CDA document generated by each pipeline is shown in example 4. In this example, each term is encoded into an entry together with different kinds of CDA clinical statement elements. For example, the 'chronic anemia' is tagged with the Observation entry and 'transfusion' is tagged with the Procedure entry. In the CDA clinical statement element, the negationInd attribute indicates whether the term is a negative or a positive statement. According to the CCD implementation guide, each entry has a reference to locate the position of the term in original context by reference element. The CDA documents, which were generated by both convertors, passed the NIST CDA Validator. No errors and warnings were reported.
Evaluation of content
Extracted from the i2b2 corpora, the 50 randomly selected test documents contained 9365 words, including 588 observations and 123 procedures. We evaluated the performance of the three pipelines with respect to the Observation and Procedure terms, respectively.
In terms of the Observation entries, the results of performance evaluation of these three pipelines are presented in table 1. All four performance measures were significantly different among the three pipelines. Compared with the SAAP pipeline, the post hoc test revealed that the merged pipeline had s significantly higher recall (0.89 vs 0.83, p<0.0003), but a significantly lower precision (0.90 vs 0.95, p ¼ 0.0001) than the SAAP pipeline. Compared with the NLP pipeline, the merged pipeline had a significantly higher recall (0.89 vs 0.75, p<0.0001) and F-measure (0.89 vs 0.80, p<0.0001), as well as a significantly lower error (0.19 vs 0.30, p<0.0001). Between the SAAP pipeline and the NLP pipeline, the SAAP pipeline had a significantly higher recall (0.83 vs 0.75, p ¼ 0.0094), higher F-measure (0.87 vs 0.80, p ¼ 0.0012), and lower error (0.21 vs 0.30, p ¼ 0.0008). Table 2 provides the results of the performance evaluation for the Procedure entries. Among these three pipelines, only recall and precision were significantly different, while the Example 4: The CDA document with the entry-level generated by the pipelines F-measure and error were not different. The post hoc test only found that the recall is significantly higher for the merged pipeline than the NLP pipeline (0.86 vs 0.72, p ¼ 0.002). All of the four performance measures were not significantly different between the SAAP and the merged pipeline.
Evaluation of negation
Among the 9365 words present in the testing documents, 18.02% of the Observation entries (106/588) and 4.07% of the Procedure entries (5/123) were negations. The sensitivity of the SAAP pipeline is higher than that of the merged pipeline in terms of negations (100% vs 92.13%), but the SAAP pipeline had a lower specificity than the merged pipeline (97.16% vs 100%). The SAAP pipeline had a lower PPV (89.91% vs 100%), but a higher NPV (100% vs 98.08%) than the merged pipeline.
DISCUSSION
The results of the structure evaluation show that both the CAS Converter and the CDA Converter are able to generate validated entry-level CDA documents; at the same time all of the annotated terms were converted into correct clinical statements. Additionally, it also indicates that both of the mapping rules (the semantic type mapping rule and the CAS-CDA mapping rule) are successfully applied by the converters.
In this study, the user needs to type the medical report with the help of the SAAP. Thus, the report size might be the potential confounder to the performance. Among the 50 test documents, each test document contained 11.76 Observation entries and 2.46 Procedure entries on average. However, we did not find any significant relationship between the number of entries and the precision, recall, F-measure, and error of the three pipelines, either for the Observation entries or for the Procedure entries.
It is not unexpected that our results show that the SAAP has a better performance than the NLP pipeline. The SAAP had a significantly higher recall, higher F-measure, and lower error. As is well known, NER is a basic and the most important step in the NLP task. This identifies the sequences of words in text and converts them into predefined terms. 45 The cTAKES utilizes a noun-phrase look-up window using a dictionary look-up algorithm for NER task; this method is able to produce many concepts with different boundaries. It may need more effort to handle those. Conversely, the SAAP helps the user to map a medical term to a SNOMED term and allows the user to share the NER task. Once the user selects a medical term from the SL, the medical term is marked up with a tag and encoded with a CUI. Therefore, this term has been identified. In this process, specifically the expert's judgment may increase the final performance. However, the SAAP was triggered by the prefix of the terms; our algorithm would be limited when the user tries to use a phrase to present the clinical statement. The dictionary look-up algorithm used by cTAKES performed better in this situation. Therefore, the evaluation of the margining pipeline shows that the NLP is able to detect unidentified concepts that the semiautomatic annotation missed. This increases the recall, but reduces the precision relatively; nevertheless, the F-measure is still increased. When we consider the error of the merged pipeline, this is reduced, which means that false negatives are reduced in an effective manner.
Both pipelines adopted NegEx for negation detection. However, the SAAP was found to fail in certain situations; for example, in the sentence 'when he experienced at home a fall, no loss of consciousness, positive substernal chest pain, pleuritic pain, shortness of breath and cough', which has one negated observation and four positive observations. The cTAKES detects those correctly, but the SAAP incorrectly detects all of them as negative. The result shows the SAAP has a higher sensitivity (100% vs 92.1%) but a lower PPV (89.9% vs 100%), and the NLP pipeline is good in terms of specificity (100%). These differences are due to the characteristic of the NegEx algorithm. The NegEx is a pattern-based approach to meaning and uses a regular expression source to detect the negated terms. The SAAP utilizes the default source. However, the cTAKES uses it with version changes. 46 Some studies have demonstrated methods to map from medical terms to standard codes and transform the coded concepts into CDA entries using the NLP approach. For example, Meystre et al 7, 8 built the Automated Problem List System using NLP techniques to extract potential problems from free-text medical documents. Huang et al 9 developed a contextual indexing strategy for radiology reports. Jung et al 11 utilized the text mapping method for post-processed discharge. Those studies were able to obtain satisfactory performance and the results were stored in CDA documents with entries. Those studies indicated that the NLP technique is able to help with CDA entries generation. In this study, we compared the NLP approach with that of semi-automatic annotation and tried to merge the two approaches to get the best pipeline for generating CDA entries.
Most previous studies have focused primarily on Observation entries, but our study also included Procedure entries. Our results show that the three approaches have a lower performance when using Procedure entries than when using Observation entries. A medical procedure can be considered to be a process that is composed of a sequence of steps performed on a patient. In a clinical document, most of the procedures are described by a series of phrases like 'laparoscopic abdominoperineal resection'. This is too varied to provide a suitable response form for the look-up window approach or our suggestion algorithm; this is likely to be the reason for the lower recall in both the SAAP and NLP pipeline. Some studies have dealt with the varied procedure term by implementing a more complex approach, such as building a decomposition conceptual model 47 or utilizing multiple sequence alignment. 48 Abbreviations or idioms are commonly used by clinicians, for example, TURBT (transurethral resection of bladder tumor). The cTAKES had a relatively low performance when handling abbreviations. 49 For example, when it meets 'cm', which is the abbreviation for centimeter, cTAKES treats it as the abbreviation for 'cutaneous mastocytosis'. This could be resolved by constructing a personal lexical resource and mapping these personalized terms into standard medical terminology using a semi-automatic annotation tool. This would provide a more accurate and semantically correct SL to the user for annotation. Using this approach, the whole performance could be increased in a number of ways, which is why personalized lexical resource building and evaluation will be our work in the future. As an exploratory study, the present investigation has a number of limitations. Specifically, the three approaches used here were assessed using a small dataset and only two clinical statements. Furthermore, other entry types, such as medication or region of interest, need also to be assessed through the use of a larger dataset.
